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Abstract
The polarization of 
0
, 
0
, 
+
and 
 
inclusively produced in 
 
induced interactions at
330 GeV has been measured in the experiment WA89 at CERN. This is the rst measurement of
polarization of baryons produced by a hyperon beam. No polarization of 
0
is observed, as was
also the case in proton beam data. At transverse momenta of about 1 GeV/c 
0
and 
+
show
little polarization, signicantly lower than in the proton beam data, while 
 
have a polarization
comparable to the polarization of 
0
produced in proton beams.
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1 Introduction
Since the discovery of a considerable polarization of 
0
hyperons produced inclusively by high energy
protons [1] the phenomenon of hyperon polarization has been extensively studied, predominantly
in proton beams at various energies.
It has been observed that nearly all hyperons inclusively produced by proton beams are polarized
at high transverse momenta p
T
. The absolute value of the polarization grows with p
T
in the region
0  1 GeV/c and reaches values of about  0:20 for 
0
[1] , +0:15 for 
 
and 
+
[2, 3, 4] and  0:10
for 
 
[5]. Generally the polarization also grows with the Feynman variable x
F
. No signicant
dependence of the 
0
polarization on the beam momentum is observed from 12 GeV/c up to
2000 GeV/c (the equivalent momentum for ISR interactions) [6, 1, 7], while the 
 
polarization is
found to be slightly larger at p
beam
= 800 GeV/c than at p
beam
= 400 GeV/c [5, 8]. Measurable
polarization has been observed for some anti-hyperons, such as 
+
[10] and 
 
[4], but not for 
0
[9].
Some measurements have been made with dierent beam particles, but this area has not been
well investigated. The polarization of 
0
s produced in a neutron beam has been found to have
the same features as in proton beams [11]. In pion beams the polarization of 
0
s produced in
the forward hemisphere has a low measured value [12, 13, 14]. The existing measurements suggest
that the polarization of 
0
s is associated with the production of an s-quark from the sea and its
attachment to the spectator quark or diquark from the projectile. In order to study the role of
dierent quark avours or quark masses in the polarization mechanism it is of special interest to
measure the polarization of hyperons produced by strange particle beams. 
0
polarization has
been measured in K
 
beams at energies from 4.2 to 176 GeV [15, 16]. A value of about +0:50 was
observed in the forward hemisphere at x
F
> 0:3. In this kinematic region one expects the s-quark
from the projectile to be a spectator in the 
0
production process, the additional quarks being
produced from the sea.
Hyperons produced exclusively in reactions close to diraction dissociation are polarized even
more strongly than in inclusive reactions. This had been observed at beam energies of several GeV
[17], before the polarization of inclusively produced hyperons was found, and holds up to the ISR
energies [18].
Perturbative QCD does not explain these polarization phenomena [19]; however, it is not con-
sidered to be applicable in the kinematic range of p
T
< 2 GeV/c. A number of phenomenological
models have been suggested using dierent methods to treat fragmentation processes and taking into
account the spin wave functions of particles. These models give qualitative and semi-quantitative
agreement with the observed polarizations. We mention here the models which give explicit predic-
tions for hyperon beams. The semi-classical Lund string model [20] considers hyperon production
as a re-combination of spectator quarks with participant quarks produced from the sea via the
breaking of a color string. At string breaking a qq pair is produced with an orbital angular momen-
tum which must be balanced by the spin of these quarks. The participant quark from the pair gives
the hyperon a transverse momentum which depends on the orbital angular momentum of the pair,
and also contributes to its spin, providing a correlation between the spin and p
T
of the nal state
particle. In this model the polarization is attributed to the participant quarks which are produced
from the color eld in the interaction; the polarization increases with the mass of the participant
quark. Polarization of spectator quarks has also been incorporated into this model to account for
the kaon beam data [21]. Another model [22], which we call the re-combination model, attributes
the polarization to Thomas precession of a quark accelerated or decelerated in the color eld. This
model predicted the 
0
polarization in kaon beams.
The models consider a direct production of hyperons, while in inclusive experiments hyperons
may be produced both directly and via decays of resonances. If this and other uncertainties are
1
taken into account, both models provide a good agreement with polarization measurements in
proton beams.
The dynamics of hyperon production in the forward direction by a hyperon beam are similar
to those by proton beams. However the strangeness does not necessarily emerge in the production
process but might originate from the strangeness already contained in the beam particle. Results
from these measurements could give new insights into the systematics of polarization phenomena.
In this article we present measurements of the polarization of 
0
, 
0
, 
+
and 
 
hyperons
produced by a 
 
beam.
2 Experiment WA89
Experiment WA89 is performed with the charged hyperon beam of the CERN SPS. Its main purpose
is to study the production of charmed baryons and to search for exotic states. The polarization
studies were done in parallel with the main program.
Hyperons were produced by 450 GeV/c protons impinging on a 40 cm long beryllium target
with a diameter of 0.2 cm. A magnetic channel consisting of 3 magnets with an integrated eld
of 8.4 Tm selected negative particles with a momentum of 330 GeV/c and a momentum spread of
(p)=p = 7%, produced at an angle to the proton beam smaller than 0.5 mrad. Therefore the beam
particles were produced at p
T
< 0:2 GeV/c and 
 
hyperons should have a polarization below 0.03.
After a distance of 16 m the produced hyperons hit the experimental target, which consisted of a
copper and a carbon block arranged side by side, each having a thickness corresponding to 3.7 %
of an interaction length. The size of the beam at the target was 3.6 cm horizontally and 1.5 cm
vertically, and its dispersion was 0.6 mrad in the horizontal plane and 1.0 mrad in the vertical
plane. An average beam spill of 2.1 s contained about 1:8  10
5

 
hyperons and about 4:5  10
5

 
at the experimental target for an incoming intensity of 3:0  10
10
protons per spill. A transition
radiation detector was used to discriminate online between 
 
and hyperons. The remaining high-
momentum pion contamination was less than 10% of the hyperon sample, which contained mainly

 
and about 2% of 
 
hyperons.
Fig. 1 shows a sketch of the experimental setup used in the 1991 run of WA89 on which the data
of this paper are based. The beam and the secondary particles were detected by 18 silicon micro-
strip planes with 25 and 50m pitch. Positioning the target about 14 m upstream of the center of the

-spectrometer provided a 10 m long decay area for short living strange particles. The products of
these decays along with the particles coming directly from the target were detected by 36 planes of
drift chambers with a spatial resolution of about 300 m. The particle momenta were measured by
the 
-spectrometer [23] consisting of a super-conducting magnet with a eld integral of 7.5 Tm and
a tracking detector consisting of 30 MWPC planes inside the eld area and 8 drift chamber planes
at the exit of the magnet. The momentum resolution was (p)=p
2
 10
 4
(GeV/c)
 1
. Charged
particles were identied using a ring imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detector [24]. It had a threshold
of  = 42 and provided =p separation up to about 150 GeV/c. Downstream of the RICH a lead
glass electromagnetic calorimeter was positioned for photon and electron measurement [25]. In the
polarization measurement it was used for 
0
reconstruction. The electromagnetic calorimeter was
followed by a hadron calorimeter (not used in this measurement).
The trigger was relatively open. It selected about 20% of all 
 
induced interactions using
multiplicities measured in scintillator hodoscopes and proportional chambers downstream of the
magnet and correlations of hits in these detectors to select particles with high momenta. More
than 2 particles at the exit of the magnet were required.
We present here results from the analysis of about 100 million events recorded in 1991.
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3 Data analysis
In accordance with parity conservation in strong production processes, any non-vanishing polariza-
tion must be transverse to the production plane constructed from the beam and secondary particle
momenta, thus the polarization axis is dened as: n
prod
= k
beam
 k
part
, where k
beam
and k
part
are the directions of the beam and the secondary particle. The distribution of daughter particles
with respect to the polarization axis is parametrized by
dN
d

/ (1 + P n
prod

^
k
b
) (1)
where P is the hyperon polarization,  is the asymmetry parameter of the weak decay and
^
k
b
is
the direction of the daughter baryon in the rest frame of the decaying hyperon.
The decays studied and the corresponding -parameters [26] are summarized in Table 1.
3.1 Event selection
Only hyperon decays upstream of the magnetic eld of the 
-spectrometer were considered in
this analysis, thus the minimum requirement for tracks of daughter particles was that they had
reconstructed segments in the decay area drift chambers and in the 
-spectrometer. The interaction
vertex was reconstructed with at least 3 charged tracks including the beam track. Candidates for
hyperon decays were selected in the following ways.
1) In the search for 
0
! p
 
decays all combinations of positive and negative tracks were
considered. Their point of closest approach had to be more than 50 cm downstream of the target.
The momentum of the 
0
candidate had to be larger than 50 GeV/c. In order to reduce the
background caused by K
0
S
! 
+

 
decays, we excluded track combinations with a reconstructed

+

 
mass within 10 MeV/c
2
of the K
0
mass.
2) The search for 
0
! p
+
decays was geometrically similar to the search for 
0
decays.
However, the p candidates were rejected if they were positively identied as pions by the RICH
detector, reducing the background by a factor of three. Since the average momentum of 
0
is
signicantly lower than the momentum of 
0
, they decay closer to the target. Therefore, the cut
on the vertex position was 10 cm downstream of the target and no momentum cut was applied.
The K
0
candidates were not excluded, however the contamination from K
0
S
! 
+

 
decays was
removed later by a background subtraction.
3) The search for 
+
! p
0
decay was more complicated [28]. The track of the 
+
was
reconstructed in the micro-strip detectors while the track of the daughter proton was reconstructed
in the decay area drift chambers and its momentum was measured in the spectrometer. The
kink between them is small and the limited spatial resolution of the drift chambers did not allow
the decay point to be reconstructed with sucient accuracy to extract the signal from a large
combinatoric background, using only these two tracks. Therefore, an iterative procedure using the
proton and 
0
candidates was applied to search for the decay point. At rst all 
0
candidates
were reconstructed from two-photon combinations in the electromagnetic calorimeter assuming
that 
0
s were produced at the interaction vertex in the target. However a wide mass window was
accepted for the 
0
candidates in order to include 
0
s from 
+
decaying downstream of the target.
All positive tracks were accepted as proton candidates. For every combination of a 
0
{ proton
candidate the 3-momentum was calculated. This momentum vector, originating at the interaction
vertex, denes a line which approximates the 
+
line-of-ight. Its point of closest approach to the
proton track was taken as a new 
0
origin. This cycle was then repeated until the coordinates of
the 
0
origin converged. This origin had to lie more than 20 cm downstream of the interaction
3
vertex. The 
0
mass was checked and the 
+
candidate's trajectory was required to match a track
in the micro-strip detector.
4) To look for 
 
! 
0

 
decays 
0
candidates within 3 of the mass resolution from the
proper particle mass [26] were accepted. In addition, the reconstructed decay point of a 
 
candi-
date had to lie more than 50 cm downstream of the target, and its trajectory had to match a track
in the micro-strip detector. Non-interacting 
 
originating from the beam itself were observed as
a peak in the momentum distribution of the 
 
and were removed by the cuts on the interaction
vertex.
The mass distributions of the selected decays are presented in Fig.2. The full statistics of the
samples of hyperons along with the mass resolutions, mass selection cuts and the observed mean
values of x
F
are given in Table 1.
3.2 Polarization analysis
For every decay studied the data were split into several p
T
intervals. The measured angular distri-
butions are aected by the acceptance and the data analysis algorithm:
dN
meas
d cos
= A(cos )(1 + P  cos ) (2)
where cos  = n
prod

^
k
b
and A(cos ) is the apparatus function, which also depends on other
kinematic variables. To remove the apparatus functions a bias cancelling technique was applied,
similar to one used in [27], exploiting the symmetry of the setup with respect to the horizontal
plane (the magnetic eld deects the particles mainly horizontally). The distributions of eq.(2)
were separately measured for pairs of azimuthal sectors of the hyperon direction, called "Up" and
"Down". The coupled sectors were chosen such that they had similar acceptances for opposite
values of cos :
U(cos ) =
dN
U
d cos 
= A
U
(cos )(1 + P  cos ) (3)
D(cos ) =
dN
D
d cos
= A
D
(cos )(1 + P  cos ) (4)
where A
U
(cos )  A
D
( cos) for  1 < cos  < 1 and thus
p
U(cos ) D(cos )  
p
U(  cos ) D(  cos )
p
U(cos ) D(cos ) +
p
U(  cos ) D(  cos )
 P  cos  (5)
for 0 < cos  < 1. The statistical error of the measurement of the asymmetry P is about
p
3=N
tot
,
where N
tot
is the full number of events in both "Up" and "Down" distributions.
For the 
 
! 
0

 
decays the situation is more complicated since the daughter baryon 
0
is
polarized. Assuming CP conservation in the decay and no nal-state interactions it follows [29]:
P

=


P

+ (

+ (1  

)
^
  P

)
^

1 + 

^
  P

(6)
where P

is the 
 
polarization, 
2

= 1 
2

and
^
 is the direction of the 
0
in the 
 
rest frame.
This polarization causes an asymmetry of the 
0
decay:
dN

d

/ (1 + 

P


^
k
p
) (7)
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where the
^
k
p
is the daughter proton momentum in the 
0
rest frame. Such an asymmetry combined
with the detector acceptance for 
0
can add an additional distortion to the distributions of eq.(3)
and (4) for 
 
, which is not compensated by the bias cancelling technique explained above. (If the

 
is not polarized the 
0
has a polarization only along its momentum P

= 


^
 in the rest
frame of the 
 
, which does not cause such a distortion.) To correct for this distortion we used
an iterative procedure, which started by ignoring a possible distortion. Using the bias cancelling
technique a preliminary value of P

was obtained. From this P

was calculated using eq.(6)
and a weight was assigned to each event, inversely proportional to the decay probability given in
eq.(7), making the 
0
decays eectively symmetric. The distortion caused by the 
0
polarization
was measured to be lower than 0.03 for P

=  0:20 and the procedure converged rapidly. This
procedure was checked on Monte Carlo generated data and convergence to preset values of P

was
obtained.
3.3 Systematic errors
The large aperture of the spectrometer provided a relatively at apparatus function and, therefore,
relatively little false asymmetries. False asymmetries, which were found and removed by the bias
cancelling technique, were less than 5-10% for all decays considered.
Systematic errors were studied by: a) analyzing simulated data; b) studying the decay K
0
S
!

+

 
, which is symmetric as a decay of a spinless particle; c) studying dependences of the measured
asymmetries on azimuthal angles and decay paths.
The algorithm was checked on simulated data for 
0
and 
 
. 
0
s were simulated with a
polarization value of 0.05. The distribution of the kinematic variables (x
F
and p
T
) of the particles
was chosen to be similar to the measured ones. A set of 50 000 
0
was produced, of those about
15 000 remained after the dierent cuts were applied forK
0
exclusion, vertex position and minimum
x
F
. Then the simulated data were analyzed in the same way as the real data. Finally a polarization
value of P = 0:0420:016 was obtained in a good agreement with the input value. In the same way

 
production with a polarization of P =  0:20 was simulated and a value of P =  0:22 0:03
was reproduced.
The K
0
S
! 
+

 
decay is relatively similar geometrically to the decays of 
0
and 
0
and it
provides a tool to check the algorithm of the analysis and possible false asymmetries. The K
0
analysis was performed in a similar way to the 
0
analysis. About 360 000 decays were selected.
The measured decay asymmetry (Table 2) in the region p
T
> 0:6 GeV/c was consistent with zero:
0:002 0:007. We obtain a limit of 1.2% on a false asymmetry for K
0
decays at 90% condence
level, which reects the precision of the bias cancelling for our setup. Taking into account the -
parameter of decays we estimate that the systematic error on the polarization of 
0
and 
0
should
not exceed 0.02.
We studied the variation of measured asymmetries with azimuthal angles and decay paths, and
also with variations of applied cuts. No statistically signicant variation was found.
3.4 Results
For all decays considered the method of bias cancelling was applied to the background corrected
distributions and the results are presented in Fig. 3 and in Table 2. The -parameters used are
given in Table 1 [26]. Only the statistical errors are shown.
The 
0
polarization averaged in the full observed range of x
F
is generally negative and the
lowest measured value is P =  0:055 0:015 at p
T
= 1:3 GeV/c. Comparing this result with the
proton beam measurements which demonstrated a nearly linear dependence of the polarization on
5
pT
and reach P   0:2 at p
T
 1 GeV/c one concludes that the sign of the polarization is the
same but the absolute value is signicantly lower. In proton beams the 
0
polarization grows with
x
F
. No signicant x
F
dependence of the 
0
polarization is found in our experiment.
As in other inclusive experiments we could not distinguish for individual events between direct
production of 
0
and production via decays of resonances. However, we were able to estimate the
contribution from 
0
! 
0
 decays. For about 15% of the 
0
sample 
0
decays were observed
using the electromagnetic calorimeter data. By simulation of the 
0
production we determined that
(23 2)% of all selected 
0
came from 
0
decays. Thus the measured 
0
polarization with respect
to its production plane is a superposition of the polarization of 
0
stemming from 
0
decays P


and of the "true" polarization, P
true

: P  k  P


+(1 k)  P
true

, where 0:15 < k < 0:25 is the part
of observed 
0
s stemming from 
0
decays. Since P


=  1=3  P

[30], where P

is the polarization
of 
0
, we expect that P


is relatively low. We have also measured P


to be 0:022  0:008 at
p
T
>0.6 GeV/c. Therefore the 
0
contribution to the overall 
0
sample attenuates the "true" 
0
polarization by a factor of about 0.75-0.85.
The 
0
polarization is consistent with zero, similar to the proton beam measurements. No
dependence of the polarization on the kinematic variables was found.
The 
+
polarization is low and generally negative, in sharp contrast to proton beam measure-
ments (P  0:15 at p
T
 1 GeV/c). No signicant dependence on x
F
was found.
The 
 
polarization measured for the full observed range of x
F
is negative and reaches a value
of P   0:1 at p
T
> 1 GeV/c. A strong x
F
dependence of the polarization is found (Table 3 and
Fig. 3e-f). At x
F
 0:5 a polarization of about  0:2 is observed, similar to the 
0
polarization in
proton beams. In proton beams the 
 
polarization grows slightly with the beam energy [5, 8],
reaches values of about  0:10 at p
T
> 1 GeV/c at 400 GeV, and does not show a signicant x
F
dependence [8].
No statistically signicant dependence of the measured polarizations on the target material
(copper and carbon) was observed.
The selected beam sample contained about 10% of 
 
and 2% of 
 
contamination. We expect
the background from the 
 
contamination to be low for hyperons produced in the observed range
of x
F
. Indeed, the ratio of dierential cross-sections of 
0
production at x
F
= 0:2 by proton and

 
beams is about 5 [14, 31]. We assume that the hyperon production by hyperons in the forward
hemisphere is enhanced even more than the production by protons. Thus the hyperon background
from the 
 
content of the beam should be less than 2% and be negligible.
The 
 
content of the beam should also be negligible for all studied hyperons except for 
 
.
No measurement of a 
 
production cross-section by a 
 
beam has been done, however a large
inclusive cross-section of 
 
produced by a 
 
beam has been measured [32]. In order to estimate
the ratio of 
 
production cross-sections by 
 
and 
 
beams we compared cross-sections of 
 
and 
 
production by a proton beam [33]. Production of a hyperon with an additional s-quark
at x
F
 0:4 is suppressed by a factor of about 10. Assuming that the 
 
production by 
 
is
suppressed by the same factor with respect to the production by 
 
, we estimated the background
from 
 
produced by the 
 
content of the beam to be about 15-30%, in the relevant range of x
F
.
The s-quark polarization is transferred to the 
 
polarization with a dilution factor of 2/3. In 
 
production by a 
 
beam we expect s-quarks to be spectators. If these spectators are unpolarized,
the 
 
is unpolarized too. If they become polarized we expect their polarization to be similar to
that of the s-quark in 
0
production by K
 
[16], namely positive. Thus, the eective polarization
of 
 
originating from 
 
may be stronger than the observed negative polarization of about  0:20
at x
F
 0:5.
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3.5 Discussion
As discussed in the introduction the observed values of the hyperon polarization are strongly con-
nected to the details of the production, mainly the origin of the strange quark. In our experiment
the strangeness of the secondary hyperons may originate from the 
 
beam or be produced in the
interaction. In the inclusive approach of this experiment there is no unambiguous way to distin-
guish between these processes, especially at low x
F
, since the associated strange particles may
remain undetected. For the fragmentation region x
F
> 0:3 we expect a considerable contribution
of processes with at least one spectator quark transferred to the secondary hyperon, which may be
the strange or a light quark.
For the 
+
production by 
 
only the s-quark can be the spectator quark. Thus, the 
+
polarization in a 
 
beam should have features, similar to the 
0
polarization in a K
 
beam. The

0
polarization has been measured in a 176 GeV/c K
 
beam at x
F
 0:5 with the same inclusive
approach [16], to be about +0:50. This polarization is attributed to the polarization of the spectator
s-quark in the re-combination process. Taking into account that the 
0
spin practically coincides
with the spin of the s-quark, while the 
+
spin is opposite to it with a probability of 2/3, one may
expect a strong negative polarization of 
+
produced in a 
 
beam, however diluted with respect
to the 
0
polarization by a factor of 1/3. The argument for a dilution holds also for 
0
and 
+
production in proton beams. The measured dilution factor in this case is about 0.5. Thus for our
case an observable polarization of about  0:25 may be expected. Such a value is also predicted
by the re-combination model [22], while the Lund model [20] predicts a low polarization. The
low polarization of 
+
observed in our experiment does not show the strong polarization of the
spectator s-quark, which appears to be seen in K
 
beam measurements.
For 
0
the re-combination model predicts the polarization to be about half of that observed
in proton beams which would be about  0:10. The Lund model predicts a low polarization. We
obtained a value signicantly lower than one half of the proton beam results, if the full measured
p
T
range is taken into account.
Both models considered predict the 
 
polarization to be close to the polarization of 
0
pro-
duced in proton beams, in agreement with our results.
In summary, we have measured of the polarization of 
0
, 
0
, 
+
and 
 
inclusively produced
in 
 
induced interactions at 330 GeV/c. This is the rst measurement of polarization of hyper-
ons produced by a hyperon beam. Only 
 
show a signicant polarization, comparable to the
polarization of 
0
produced in proton beams. The Lund string model describes qualitatively all
observations of this paper.
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# Decay  parameter # events  mass cut <x
F
>
MeV/c
2
MeV/c
2
1 
0
! p
 
0:642 1800k 2.7 6 0.31
2 
0
! p
+
 0:642 160k 2.0 5 0.11
3 
+
! p
0
0:98 45k 6.0 10 0.27
4 
 
! 
0

 
 0:456 80k 3.0 9 0.31
Table 1: The analyzed decays
< p
T
> Polarization asymmetry
GeV/c 
0

0

+

 
K
0
S
< x
F
>= 0:30 < x
F
>= 0:11 < x
F
>= 0:27 < x
F
>= 0:31
0.20 0:002 0:005 0:013 0:023 0:010 0:034  0:019 0:040 0:002 0:011
0.46  0:004 0:004 0:007 0:014  0:025 0:020 0:001 0:027 0:012 0:007
0.73  0:005 0:004 0:008 0:016  0:045 0:022  0:055 0:030 0:009 0:009
1.03  0:022 0:008  0:016 0:024  0:031 0:023  0:090 0:041  0:020 0:014
1.32  0:055 0:015 0:040 0:041  0:051 0:035  0:092 0:064 0:030 0:024
1.80  0:033 0:020 0:014 0:068  0:121 0:091  0:025 0:039
Table 2: Polarization of hyperons and the asymmetry of K
0
S
measured for the full observed range
of x
F
. The mean values of p
T
in the selected p
T
intervals coincide for all particles. The errors
indicated are statistical only.
< p
T
> Polarization < x
F
> Polarization
GeV/c < x
F
>= 0:19 < x
F
>= 0:33 < x
F
>= 0:52 < p
T
>= 1:3 GeV/c
0.20 0:058 0:057  0:065 0:080  0:106 0:079 0.19  0:003 0:055
0.46  0:002 0:038 0:004 0:055 0:011 0:054 0.33  0:133 0:069
0.73  0:011 0:042  0:129 0:062  0:071 0:061 0.51  0:280 0:069
1.03 0:034 0:056  0:161 0:085  0:299 0:086
1.32  0:035 0:086 0:064 0:143  0:322 0:141
1.80  0:113 0:121  0:366 0:201  0:063 0:214
Table 3: Polarization of 
 
measured for dierent p
T
and x
F
intervals. The last column contains
the average values for the last three p
T
intervals. The errors indicated are statistical only.
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a) Ω
TRD DC MWPC DC Hod 1 RICH Hod 2 Calorimeters
Lead
Glass SpaCal
MAGNET
b)
 
 
10cm
10cm
TRDScin ScinSi 50 µ Si 50 µ Si 4 x 25µ 5.0x5.0cm2
8 x 50µ 5.0x5.0cm2
Figure 1: Setup of the WA89 experiment in the 1991 run, a) whole setup, b) the target area
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Figure 2: Invariant mass spectra of studied hyperons: a) 
0
, b) 
0
, c) 
+
(presented for a part
of the data sample used) and d) 
 
.
11
Λo Λo- Σ+
Ξ- Ξ- Ξ-
Figure 3: p
T
dependence of the polarization of a) 
0
, b) 
0
, c) 
+
and d) 
 
measured for the full
observed ranges of x
F
(corresponding to mean values of x
F
of 0.30 , 0.11 , 0.27 and 0.31, resp.). e)
polarization of 
 
for x
F
> 0:3, which corresponds to a mean value of x
F
of 0.5. f) x
F
dependence
of the polarization of 
 
for p
T
> 0:9 which corresponds to a mean value of p
T
of 1.3. The errors
indicated are statistical only.
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